PHANTOM Upgrade Kit Product Release Notes

Date: 2013/08/05
Naza-M firmware version: 3.14 or above
Naza-M assistant software version: 2.14 or above
Naza-M quick start guide version: 1.14
Phantom quick start manual version: 1.6
Phantom advanced manual version: 1.4
Battery and Charger instruction: 1.0
Phantom prop guard assembly instruction: 1.0
Phantom slide lever instruction: 1.00
P330CB-H3-2D instruction: 1.00

What’s new?
PHANTOM upgrade kit provides a convenient solution for using Zenmuse H3-2D with PHANTOM.

P330CB-H3-2D instruction:
P330CB-H3-2D is an upgrade accessory for the PHANTOM; it’s designed to replace the center board inside the PHANTOM. P330CB-H3-2D retains the functions of the original center board but also has the following added functionality:

- Integrated Power Management Unit
- Integrated Gimbal Control Unit for H3-2D, a 6-pin port is used to connect to a wireless video transmission module and 8-pin port is used to connect to Zenmuse H3-2D.

PHANTOM slide lever instruction:
PHANTOM slide lever is an upgrade accessory for the PHANTOM transmitter; the slide lever can be used for gimbal tilt control.

Important:
- After this update, make sure to reconfigure parameters and do X1 calibration in the assistant software, compass calibration is also required.
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